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ATP TESTING KIT
SystenSURE Plus ATP Hygiene Monitoring System
ATP testing is the best method of hygiene monitoring, providing results in 15 seconds of inserting the sample into the device. The
use of small pen sized sample swab makes taking the sample as easier and time efficient as ever.

ATP stands for Adenosine Triphosphate and is the energy molecule found in all living cells. Testing for this indicates the amount
of living cells on a surface and therefore can determine if a surface is clean or not. A special liquid is introduced into the sample,
and then causes the ATP to emit light. This light is measured and is proportional to the amount of living matter taken within the
sample.

TYPICAL USES: 
• Hospital Cleaning - Cleanliness Indication

Hospitals require rigorous cleanliness standards, and in
some instances need to be completely sterile. ATP testing
can be a great indicator to the cleanliness of a surface
post hospital cleans.

• Sewage Cleaning - Cleanliness Indication
Sewage cleaning requires a proper clean to ensure the
safety of everyone, using ATP testing can be a great
indicator for the effectiveness of the cleaning process

Note
The ATP Testing Kit will consist of the following:
1 x System SURE Plus ATP Tester
2 x Sample Swabs (More can be purchased from our products page)

Specifications

Power Supply 2 x AA Batteries

Weight 258g

Consumables Single Use Sample Swabs

Dimensions 7 x 18 x 3 cm

• Food Hygiene - Cleanliness Indication
A typical use for measuring cleanliness in the Hospitality
and food industry, this can be a great way to indicate
whether your kitchen is up to cleanliness standard

• Cleaning Process Effectiveness Indicator
An instantaneous way to verify if your cleaning processes
are up to standard
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